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JÁNOS BREUER (b. 1932) is one of Hungary’s leading musicologists and editor of *Magyar Zene*. His article on Kodály in England originally appeared in the Autumn 1982 issue of *The New Hungarian Quarterly*, and is reprinted here by kind permission of Artisjus, Budapest.

JULIAN SILVERMAN is Classical Music Reviewer for *Time Out*. His own works include a Sonata for 10 wind instruments and *Dizzy Spells* for jazz ensemble.

MARTIN ANDERSON is Assistant Editor of the *Journal of Economic Affairs* and a member of the BBC Central Music Advisory Committee.

DAVID MATTHEWS has recently completed a Violin Concerto; he is also composing a work for unaccompanied violin for Lorraine McAslan.

RODERICK SWANSTON lectures at the Royal College of Music and for the Extra-Mural Department of London University on Analysis (theory and practice) and on music from 1900 to the present day.

ROGER NICHOLS is well known as a presenter for BBC Radio 3 and for his books on French music, which include *Debussy* and *Messiaen* in the Oxford Studies of Composers, and *Ravel* for the JM Dent 'Master Musicians' series.

DOUGLAS YOUNG'S recent works include *The Hunting of the Snark*, released on the Cameo Classics label.
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